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      “Watson and Flamez have captured the essence of the assessment process in their new book. Through rich case illustrations and the authors’ deep knowledge of the subject, readers are provided the most current trends and reflections on the assessment process.”




  
          Bill McHenry, Texas A&M University–Texarkana




              


    
      



 


 
      “The text is very straightforward and easy to read. It encourages students to apply what they are learning through case illustrations and guided practice exercises.”




  
          Wendy Killam, Stephen F. Austin State University




              


    
      



 


 
      “Watson and Flamez provide the reader with an engaging discussion of the fundamentals of counseling assessment and evaluation.”




  
          Mark W. Dewalt, Winthrop University




              


    
      



 


 
      “The case illustrations and the practice exercises are exceptional and go a long way toward making the material accessible. Case examples in the body of the text are also well done.”




  
          Patricia Andersen, Midwestern State University




              


    
      



 


 
      Readable for students




  
          Sean Franklin




              


    
      



 


 
      I've used this text in the past and was very pleased with the information covered within the chapters. I'm currently teaching the Assessment class again and would like to continue using the textbook again as it is a very excellent resource




  
          Professor Betty Jean Griffin
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